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Fireside Fiction 
About this pack 
Here are some fabulous Fireside Fiction titles for you to enjoy with your group, as 
well as ideas for discussion and activities.  
You’ll find stories about Christmas and winter; stories to take you to fantasy worlds 
and adventures, far away from the wind and the rain and the cold; stories which have 
been shared through generations; stories to curl up with by the fire , and stories to 
tell each other when you’re gathered round the fireside – or a cosy radiator. 
 
This Fireside Fiction pack is brought to you by The Reading Agency and their Children’s Reading 
Partner publisher partners. 
 
 
Chatterbooks [ www.chatterbooks.org.uk] is a reading group programme for children aged 4 to 14 
years. It is coordinated by The Reading Agency and its patron is author Dame Jacqueline Wilson. 
Chatterbooks groups run in libraries and schools, supporting and inspiring children’s literacy 
development by encouraging them to have a really good time reading and talking about books. 
 
The Reading Agency is an independent charity working to inspire more people to read more 
through programmes for adults, young people and Children – including the Summer Reading 
Challenge, and Chatterbooks. See www.readingagency.org.uk  
 
Children’s Reading Partners is a national partnership of children’s publishers and libraries working 
together to bring reading promotions and author events to as many children and young people as 
possible. 
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Fireside Fiction:     
Ideas for discussion, activities and story sharing 
 
Warm up 
Have a go at these two word puzzles. 
Talk about how they work, and then try making up your own! 
 
What am I? 
 
My first is in life but not in light 
My second in massive and also in might 
My third is in green but not in blue 
My fourth is in false and also in true 
My fifth is in story but not in tale 
My sixth is in wind but not in gale 
My seventh’s in dream but not in real 
My last is in everything and in ideal 
My whole is the perfect place to be 
For sharing a story with family! 
 

__  __  __  __  __  __  __  __ 
 

 
 
 
An Acrostic 
 
This is a piece of writing where the first letter of each line spells out a word. 

Spinning  Turns    
Tales   Into 
Or   Magical 
Reading  Enjoyment 
Yarns 
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Have a go with the letters of your name!  e.g. 
Sunny 
Outgoing 
Pretty 
Happy 
Intelligent 
Energetic 
Or you could make a poem or short story or description – e.g. 

 
We laugh in the snow 
Ice shines from frozen puddles 
Noses glow 
Teeth chatter 
Everyone rushes inside, to be 
Round the fire. 

 
 

Things to talk about 
Your favourite story books… 
…for reading by the fire…or in a cosy place. 
Collect a list of everyone’s favourite reads – and their favourite cosy place – and 
anything else, to make their reading enjoyment just perfect?   chocolate?  peace and 
quiet?  music?  reading alone, or someone to share with? 

                                          
 

Longer activities 
Fireside storytelling  
Through the ages people have gathered around fires for warmth and company and 
sharing – telling stories about their day, making up new stories, re-telling favourite 
tales – about famous deeds, strange happenings, maybe ghosts!  

 
See if people in your group have stories to tell about themselves 
or their family -   perhaps about brave things or funny things that 
parents or grandparents have done?  Or about things that have 
happened to them?  
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Storytelling in poetry and in songs 
Fireside storytelling in the old days was often in song and poetry.  
Nearly 3000 years ago the Greek poet Homer drew together the stories of the Trojan 
War in his epic poems The Iliad* and The Odyssey. 
And there is Beowulf – an Old English poem set in Scandinavia about the legendary 
adventures of the hero Beowulf.*   

 
Reading story poems together in your group makes for a great 
session. Have a look at The Highwayman*, The Forsaken 
Merman, and The Pied Piper*.  
Roald Dahl’s Revolting Rhymes and Dirty Beasts* make wickedly 
funny reads!  And The Oxford Book of Story Poems* gives you lots 
more choices.  
 

Songs also often tell stories – there are ballads, which are stories set to music, often 
love stories, like our pop songs today. And some nursery rhymes, such as Mary Had a 
Little Lamb and The Grand Old Duke of York, are based on true stories. 
 
*See More Fireside Fiction on page 17 of this pack 
 
 
Make up a group fireside story 
Here is the beginning of a story – write it up on a flip chart, and read it to your group.  
 
It was snowing. Through the window we could see the white flakes tumbling down 
against the dark sky.  
Inside Dad had lit the fire and we sat close, enjoying its warmth. I looked at the 
glowing red coals and the leaping yellow flames.  
Suddenly a spark leapt from the fire and on to the rug – but it wasn’t a spark! 
                                                                                       
Talk in 2s or 3s, or as a whole group, about what the ‘spark’ could be. 
What or who was it? 
Where had it come from? 
Why? 

What happened next?    What did you do?                                        
 
Together, or individually, shape and write the next part – or complete the story. 
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Fireside fiction for your Christmas tree 
Decorate this tree and put books on it for presents – who are they for?!   
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Fireside Fiction: The Books! 
Picture books 

 
The Marvellous Fluffy Squishy Itty Bitty  Beatrice Alemagna  
Thames & Hudson     978-0500650493 
Eddie knows her mum would love a Fluffy Squishy Itty Bitty for her birthday. The 
only problem is that she doesn't know what a Fluffy Squishy Itty Bitty is, or 
where to find one! Join Eddie as she tours the whole town, trying to track down 
the perfect present. 
Beatrice Alemagna, who lives in Paris, has created about thirty books which 

have been published all around the world. Her accolades include the Premio Andersen Award, a 
Bologna Ragazzi Mention, five White Ravens Awards and three Baobab Prizes for the most 
innovative books for children. 
 
‘Hi Bruno. Do you have a Fluffy Squishy Itty Bitty for sale?’ ‘A fishy squidgy what? Sorry Eddie, that 
doesn’t sound very tasty,’ said Bruno. ‘But I do have some lovely warm sticky buns. Would you like 
one to take with you?’ 
 
A touch of The Elephant and the Bad Baby! 
Find out how this book was made by following this link. 
 

That’s My Hat!  Anouck Boisrobert & Louis Rigaud   
Thames & Hudson    978-0500650578 
A little boy invents many stories with the help of 10 geometrical patterns. One 
day, he creates a hat, but the hat flies away and is stolen by a little monkey. He 
chases the hat around a pop-up city, and going to many different stores and 
places (the zoo, the bakery, the hairdresser, the library...).  
All images are built with the 10 geometrical patterns. 
Anouck Boisrobert is a graduate of the École supérieure des arts décoratifs in 

Strasburg, France. With Louis Rigaud she is the creator of the books Popville and Wake Up, Sloth! 
 
A half circle, a straight line…It’s my very own hat. 
 
A book for individual exploring, following the monkey in the blue hat through beautifully 
sculptured pop-ups on each page. How many geometric shapes and patterns can you find? 

 
 

Harvey Slumfenburger’s Christmas Present    
John Burningham    Walker Books     978-1844288335 
It's Christmas Eve and there is one present left in Father Christmas's sack. It's for 
a small boy called Harvey Slumfenburger, who lives far, far away on top of the 
Roly Poly Mountain. But no journey is too far for Father Christmas! 
John Burningham is the author of Borka: the Adventures of a Goose with No 
Feathers, which won the Kate Greenaway Medal. He has since written and 
illustrated over thirty picture books, including Mr Gumpy's Outing, also awarded 

http://blog.picturebookmakers.com/post/118767818346/beatrice-alemagna
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the Kate Greenaway Medal.John lives in London. 
Father Christmas knew all about Harvey Slumfenburger. He knew that Harvey Slumfenburger’s 
parents were too poor to buy him presents. He knew that Harvey Slumfenburger only ever got one 
present, and that was the present which Father Christmas brought him. 
 
Talk about: a) what your group thinks about this book – the story and the pictures  b) the journey 
taken by Father Christmas to get to Harvey’s house – you could draw a map of his route. 
What present do people think Father Christmas brought for Harvey Slumfenburger? 

 
 
The Christmas Eve Tree     Delia Huddy & Emily Sutton   
Walker Books     978-1406356496 
No one wants to buy the straggly little fir tree; they prefer the big tall trees. But 
a homeless boy asks the shopkeeper if he can take the tree, and down by the 
river in a cardboard box, decorated with a few candles, the tree finds itself at 
the centre of a magical Christmas Eve it will never forget.  
Delia Huddy was Editorial Director at Random House Children's Books. 

Alongside her distinguished career in publishing, Delia wrote over 30 titles for children and young 
people. At the end of her life, in 2005, Delia was working on the text for The Christmas Eve Tree. 
Emily Sutton studied illustration at Edinburgh College of Art and Rhode Island School of Design. 
 
…most of the trees were bought by ordinary folk, for houses where there were children who covered 
them with stars and silver tinsel, chocolate mice and small secret parcels. 
 
Talk about: Christmas trees – do you have one at Christmas? What’s it like? Do you have any 
special decorations for it?  What happens to your tree after Christmas? 
 
 

Snow Bear  Tony Mitton & Alison Brown  Bloomsbury   
978-1408853344 

In the icy-cold heart of winter, a little snow bear wanders through the snow. As 
the wind whips past him, ruffling his fur, he searches for a home.  But each 
warm place has been claimed. Suddenly he sees a flickering of light- a house!  
As Snow Bear pushes open the creaking door, he feels warmth spread over 
him. There's a girl by the window, and, somehow, deep down, Snow Bear 

knows that he is home.   
Tony Mitton lives in Cambridge. He has written many picture books, including the Amazing 
Machines series (Kingfisher).   
Alison Brown has been illustrating for the past three years. She lives in Leeds. 
 
Here is a bear who has nowhere to go, So he’s plodding along through the cold winter snow. 
Behind him his prints trace a long, weary line, But ahead the snow’s waiting unbroken and fine. 
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Younger fiction 
 
Harry Miller’s Run  David Almond & Salvatore Rubbino  
Walker Books  978-1406362244 
Liam just wants to go out running with his mates - it's not long till the Junior 
Great North Run, and there's training to be done. But Mam needs him today, to 
help old Harry clear out his house. Harry knows a thing or two about running. 
When he was a lad, he says, he ran all the way from Newcastle to South Shields. 
This is the story of that day - the day when Harry and his pals ran and ran and 
ran through the blazing sunlight all the way to the sea. 

David Almond has written many award-winning novels for children such as Skellig, Kit's Wilderness 
and My Name Is Mina.  In 2011 he was the recipient of the prestigious Hans Christian Andersen 
Award. He lives in Hexham, Northumberland. 
Salvatore Rubbino lives in London. A Walk in New York, his first picture book, began as a series of 
paintings that was short-listed for the Victoria and Albert Museum Illustration Awards.  
Mam slips her fingers inside and takes it out, another photograph. Everybody’s in it, standing 
smiling before the ice-cream cart and Francisco the shining pony. 
 
Every picture tells a story: Looking at old photographs Harry remembers way back to when he 
was 11 and the day when he and his friends ran the Great North Run. Ask your group to bring in a 
photograph of themselves or people in their family, with a story to tell. Or bring in some old 
photos and ask children to imagine what stories there might be behind them. 
 

 
The Snow Queen    Hans Christian Andersen & Lucy Arnoux  
Pushkin Children’s      978-1782691037 
A fresh new translation of one of the world's best and most inspiring fairy 
tales.  When Kay is cursed by a magic mirror, he can no longer perceive 
goodness in anything - not his best friend Gerda, nor the roses in the garden. 
He is kidnapped by the wicked Snow Queen and swept away to live for ever in 
her kingdom of ice. Gerda must travel through frozen lands to find her beloved 
friend. When she gets there, how will she melt the ice in his heart?  

Hans Christian Andersen (1805-1875) is best known for his fairy tales, which were published 
between 1835 and 1872, and include The Little Mermaid and The Ugly Duckling. 
‘Are you still freezing?’ she asked, and then she kissed his forehead. Ooh! Her kiss was colder than 
ice and went straight to his heart, which was already half-frozen. He felt as if he would die – but 
only for a moment. Then he felt find; he no longer felt the chill around him. 
 
Talk about: This story of The Snow Queen inspired the Walt Disney film Frozen, where a fearless 
princess sets off on a journey to find her estranged sister, whose icy powers have inadvertently 
trapped the kingdom in eternal winter. 
Read this book together in your group, then watch a video of Frozen (or vice versa!), then talk 
about the similarities and differences between the two. 
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Refuge     Anne Booth & Sam Usher    Nosy Crow    
978-0857637413 
This retelling of the nativity story is a perfect Christmas gift. A book with 
timeless crossover appeal and a message that couldn't be more relevant. 
Anne Booth’s debut novel Girl with a White Dog was shortlisted for the 
Waterstones Prize.  
Sam Usher’s debut Can You See Sassoon? was also shortlisted for the 

Waterstones Prize, as well as the Red House Children's Book Award.  
£5 from the sale of each book will go directly to War Child, a charity which is caring for Syrian 
refugee children in camps and host communities in Jordan and Northern Iraq.  
And we left some gold for the innkeeper, for he had been good to us when others had not. 
And we set off…under starlight, through empty streets, whilst people were sleeping, hoping for the 
kindness of strangers…  And we entered into Egypt… and we found refuge. 
Talk about: How is this story relevant to things happening in the world today? What is ‘refuge’ 
and who are ‘refugees’?  Why were Mary and Joseph refugees? 

 
 

The Fish in the Bathtub     Eoin Colfer     Barrington Stoke  
978-1781123607 
A heartwarming story set in post-war Poland. Little Lucja's Grandpa Feliks has 
seen off the German army, and the Communists, and now he is looking forward 
to a peaceful retirement. He plans to begin with a tasty Christmas Eve dinner of 
carp. But when the carp arrives alive and takes up residence in the bathtub and 
Lucja's heart, has Grandpa Feliks finally met his match?  
Eoin Colfer is the best-selling author  of the Artemis Fowl series as well as 

Airman; Half Moon Investigations; Benny and Omar; and Benny and Babe. He lives in Ireland. 
So the girl and the fish became friends. Though it might be that the fish didn’t know a thing about it. 
He swam about his hard white pool, and he never seemed surprised to find titbits and left-overs that 
had not been there the last time he passed. 
Talk about: Compare this book with the story The Great Carp Ferdinand by Eva Ibbotson  - (P 13) 

 
 
The Flying Bedroom      Heather Dyer & Chloe Douglass    
Firefly    978-1910080023 
Elinor's bedroom looks ordinary. But when Elinor goes to sleep, her bedroom can 
fly...Elinor never knows where she'll wake up. A tropical island, helping pirates, 
on the moon...But her bedroom will always bring her safely home.  
Heather Dyer's books have been featured on Richard and Judy, and nominated 
for a Galaxy Best British Children's Book Award. 

Chloe Douglass illustrates picture books, and also greeting cards. She lives in Wimbledon 
And then down, down, down went Elinor’s bedroom until with a ‘bump!’ and a long, slow side, it 
stopped.     Elinor opened her eyes. Her bedroom ceiling and her outside wall had disappeared, and 
the sky was crowded with snowflakes.  
Have a look at the picture at the front of the book, of Elinor’s bedroom flying over the sea. Get a 
shoe box, and have a go at making a model of a flying bedroom! If you had a flying bedroom 
where would you want to travel? 
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My Father is a Polar Bear    Michael Morpurgo and Felicita 
Sala  Walker Books    978-1406306576 
Drawing on Michael Morpurgo's own childhood experience of first seeing his 
real father on television, in a film of Great Expectations, this book tells the 
story of two young brothers rediscovering their birth father in the most 
unlikely of places - and in an entirely unexpected guise! A warm tale of family 
bonds and love. 
Michael Morpurgo is the author of over 100 books, including War Horse and 

Private Peaceful, and has won numerous awards. He was Children’s Laureate and has an OBE for 
services to literature.  
Felicita Sala lives in Rome and works as an illustrator. She also runs art workshops for children and 
makes videos with non-stop animation. 
Now if you had a father who was a polar bear, you’d be curious, wouldn’t you? You’d go looking for 
him. That’s what I did, I went looking for him, and I’m telling you he wasn’t at all easy to find. 
In your group make a list of all that Andrew and Terry got to know about their real father.  
 

The Storm Leopards  Holly Webb  Stripes  978-1847157119 
The countdown to Christmas has begun, and Isabelle is enjoying a family day out 
at the zoo. As her sister watches the penguins, Isabelle catches a glimpse of a snow 
leopard, with its beautiful spotted silver-grey coat and long fluffy tail. Fascinated 
by these rare, endangered creatures, Isabelle tries to find out what she can do to 
help protect them. Little does she know she's about to be whisked into her very 
own magical snow leopard adventure, where a mother and her cubs are in 
danger... 

Holly Webb lives in Berkshire. She has written over ninety books including the Animal Stories, My 
Naughty Little Puppy and the Maisie Hitchins series. 
Those beautiful cats – so many people seemed to want to hurt them, or just didn’t care if they got 
hurt. How could people hunt snow leopards for their fur, especially when there were so few of them 
left. 
Find out more: Make a fact file about the snow leopard, using the information from this book, 
plus any more that you can find out doing your own research.  

  
Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol   
Retold & illustrated by Marcia Williams    Walker Books  978-
1406356946 
Marcia Williams first introduced children to the works of Charles Dickens through 
her comic-strip retellings in Oliver Twist and Other Great Dickens Stories. Now, 
meet Scrooge, Bob Cratchit and the Ghosts of Christmas in this adaptation of A 
Christmas Carol, illustrated in Marcia's lively style. 
Charles Dickens (1812 – 1870) began contributing stories to newspapers and 

magazines in 1833; in 1836 he started the serial publication of Pickwick Papers. One of the most 
famous Victorian authors he wrote more than 15 novels including Oliver Twist, Great Expectations 
and Nicholas Nickleby.  
Marcia Williams has written and illustrated many books including retellings of classic stories – from 
Noah’s Ark to Don Quixote. She has also retold several of Shakespeare’s plays.  
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Compare this version of A Christmas Carol with the one on page 15 of this pack,  illustrated by 
P.J.Lynch. 
 
 

Stina     Lani Yamamoto    Abrams/Victoria & Albert 
Publishing   978-1851778584 
Stina does not like the cold. In fact, she will go to any length to avoid it. When 
winter comes she retreats inside, and invents ingenious devices to protect her 
from the slightest chill. The temperature drops further and Stina finally 
succumbs to the lure of her feather duvet and falls into a deep and dreamless 

sleep from which she is woken by a pounding at her door - two children tumble in blown by the icy 
wind and Stina learns that nothing can keep you as warm as friendship.  
Set in Iceland, this beautifully illustrated story is the perfect read for cosy winter nights. 
Lani Yamamoto is the author and illustrator of Albert, a series of philosophy books for children. 
Stina was nominated for the 2014 Nordic Prize for Children's and Young People's Literature, winner 
of the 2014 Fjoruverdlaunin Women's Literary prize for Children's Books and 2014 Dimmalimm 
Icelandic Illustration Award. 
Stina didn’t like the cold. She couldn’t eat ice cream, she wouldn’t touch metal, and she never wore 
skirts without tights AND socks that covered her knees.  
 
Talk about:   Do you feel the cold? What other things are cold to touch or taste as well as ice 
cream and cold metal? 
Stina invents some amazing contraptions to avoid getting cold – have a look at the fascinating 
illustrations and diagrams in this book, and have a go at knitting without needles, as Stina does, 
or making her hot cocoa! 
 
 
 

Story collections 
 
Christmas Stories   Gaby Morgan (editor) and Hannah George 
(illustr.)  Macmillan       978-1447284932  
Christmas Stories contains short stories for the festive period from some of your 
favourite children's authors - including Julia Donaldson, Malorie Blackman, Philip 
Ardagh, Adèle Geras, Richmal Crompton, Robert Westall, Anna Wilson, Karen 
McCombie, Rumer Godden, Martin Waddell and Shirley Climo.  
A perfect stocking-filler with tales of snow, Christmas trees, family, magic and, of 
course, presents! 

Paper hats and a sprig of holly, 
A cracker to pull with a yo-ho-ho. 
Tinsel on the sails looks oh, so jolly.  
It’s Christmas time so yo-heave-ho. 
Have a go at making your group’s own pirate-style Christmas rhyme or song! 
Collect together some ‘pirate’ and ‘Christmas’ words and phrases you could use, and maybe 
decide on a tune you could fit your rhyme to – e.g. Twinkle Twinkle Little Star… or a favourite 
carol. 
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On a Snowy Night: a magical collection of animal tales  Stripes         
978-1847156426 
As the snow starts to fall on a winter's night, a young arctic fox heads out to find 
food for her little brother, a stone hare is brought to life by moonlight magic and a 
brave zebra saves Santa's sleigh ride, in time for Christmas. An anthology of 
animal stories that makes perfect bedtime reading.  
Featuring stories from a host of best-loved authors, including Holly Webb, and 
Jeanne Willis. 

Happiness flooded through her. She’d seen the magic happen, just like in the story…Outside, the 
moon-gazing hare ran on, through the woods and over the fields and in and out of Bea’s dreams. 
One magical winter solstice night. (From The Moon-gazing Hare/Julia Green) 
Read these stories aloud with your group – ask people to talk about their favourite.  

 
 
The Christmas Star  Eva Ibbotson & Nick Maland  Macmillan  
978-1447287346   
Three festive stories from Eva Ibbotson, the bestselling author of Journey to the 
River Sea. In Vicky and the Christmas Angel a young Viennese girl discovers who 
really brings the children's presents at Christmas. In The Christmas Star a family 
encounters a fortune teller at the local Christmas market who changes their 
lives. The Great Carp Ferdinand is about a hero with a difference as it follows the 
impact that Ferdinand, the carp meant for the Mannhaus family's Christmas 
dinner, has on the household in the lead-up to Christmas. 

Eva Ibbotson’s Journey to the River Sea won the Nestlé Gold Award. Her other books include The 
Secret of Platform 13, Which Witch? and The Great Ghost Rescue.  
Nick Maland won a Society of Illustrators Medal for Snip Snap! What's That? He lives in London. 
Here, in a gargantuan mahogany-sided bath with copper taps which gushed like Niagara, the huge, 
grey fish swam majestically to and fro, fro and to, apparently oblivious both of the glory of his 
ultimate destiny and the magnificence of his setting. For the bathroom was no ordinary bathroom… 
Have a look at the book The Fish in the Bathtub (Colfer) and compare it with the story about The 
Great Carp Ferdinand. Which do you prefer?  See too our Eva Ibbotson activity pack. 

 
Older fiction 

 
Flyaway      Lucy Christopher     Chicken House   
978-1910002209 
While visiting her father in hospital, 13 year-old Isla meets Harry, the first boy to 
understand her. But Harry is ill, and Isla is determined to help him. Together they 
watch a lone swan struggling to fly on the lake outside Harry's window. Isla 
believes that if she can help the damaged swan, somehow she can help Harry. 
And in doing so, she embarks upon a breathtakingly magical journey. 

Lucy Christopher is currently doing a PhD about how Australian literature represents wild places, 
particularly in its writing for young adults. Her debut novel, Stolen, was written as part of this PhD. 
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…in one smooth, graceful sweep into the sky, she takes off, tucking her feet up as she goes. I feel the 
fluttering in my chest again, the urge to be up there with her. I keep running a little way, watching 
her soar higher and higher above me. 

 

Aubrey and the Terrible Yoot     Horatio Clare  
& Jane Matthews    Firefly    978-1910080283 
Aubrey is a rambunctious boy who tries to run before he can walk and has crashed 
two cars before he's old enough to drive one. But when his father, Jim, falls under 
an horrendous spell Aubrey is determined to break it. With the help of the animals 
of Rushing Wood, Aubrey will never give up - even if he must fight the un-killable 
Spirit of Despair itself: the TERRIBLE YOOT! 

Horatio Clare's essays and reviews appear regularly in the national press and on BBC radio. This is 
his first book for children.   
Jane Matthews has worked in the TV and film industry as a scenic artist and sculptor, and in 2015 
she illustrated Aubrey and the Terrible Yoot. She lives in Shetland. 
‘…if I meet terror and fear I will know they are only the other side of infinite wonder, and I will try to 
look past the fear to the wonder!’ 
Lots to talk about in this surreal yet realistic, informative and very readable story with themes 
around depression, and the wonders of existence: what does your group make of this book?  
What part of it has meant most to them? 

 
The Wolf Princess   Cathryn Constable     Chicken House   
978-1910002094 
Alone in the world, Sophie dreams of being someone special.  On a school trip to 
Russia, Sophie and her two friends find themselves on the wrong train. They are 
rescued by the beautiful Princess Anna Volkonskaya, who takes them to her 
winter palace and mesmerises them with stories of lost diamonds and a tragic 
past.  But as night falls and wolves prowl, Sophie discovers more than dreams. 
Cathryn Constable wrote for a number of publications including Tatler, and The 
Sunday Times, before writing for children.  She lives in Islington, London. 

As she looked at her hands in their sealskin gloves, moved her feet in her valyenki and breather a 
cloud of misty breath into the clear, northern air, she was any number of lost Volkonskys, their 
portraits all waiting to be discovered in the gallery. 
Which famous person or family would you like to find out that you’re related to?  Why them? 

 
The Monster Snowman  Gillian Cross and Ross Collins  
Barrington Stoke   978-1781120095 
Jack and two friends decide to build the biggest, scariest snowman in the world. 
They all receive a mysterious text in the middle of the night, and the last thing they 
expect is to be chased up a tree by the monster snowman! With a reading age of 8, 
this is also suitable for reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers. 
Gillian Cross has won many awards for her books including the Carnegie Medal and 
the Whitbread Children's Book Award and Smarties Prize. She lives near Coventry.   

Ross Collins won the MacMillan Children's Book Prize for his first book The Sea Hole. He has 
illustrated over 100 books and written at least a dozen. He lives in Scotland.  
The snowman was striding towards them, with its huge glove-hands held out as if it wanted to grab 
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them. Its light bulb eyes flashed ON OFF ON OFF and its sharp glass teeth glittered horribly. 
‘Let’s get out of here!’ shouted Jack. 

 

A Christmas Carol       Charles Dickens  &  P.J.Lynch   
Walker Books    978-1406305791 
Dickens's ghostly tale of Ebenezer Scrooge has become as much a part of 
Christmas as trees and stockings, plum pudding and mistletoe. This edition is 
illustrated by PJ Lynch, vividly depicting Dickensian London. 
Charles Dickens (1812 -1870) contributed stories to newspapers and 
magazines, and in 1836 started the serial publication of Pickwick Papers. One 

of the most famous Victorian authors he wrote more than 15 novels including Oliver Twist, Great 
Expectations and Nicholas Nickleby.  
Patrick J. Lynch has twice won the Kate Greenaway Medal for The Christmas Miracle of Jonathan 
Toomey (Wojciechowski) and When Jessie Came Across the Sea (Hest).  He lives in Dublin. 
Compare this version of A Christmas Carol with Marcia Williams’ re-telling on page 11 of this pack 
 

 
The Letter for the King    Tonke Dragt    Pushkin Children’s  
978-1782690818   
The fate of a kingdom depends on just one person...  When 16 year-old Tiuri 
answers a desperate call for help, he finds himself on a perilous mission. He must 
deliver a secret letter to the King who lives across the Great Mountains - a letter 
upon which the future of the entire realm depends.  He must trust no one. This is 
the first English translation of a classic of European children’s literature. 
Tonke Dragt was born in 1930 in Indonesia. When she was 12, she was 

imprisoned in a Japanese camp during war, where she wrote her first book. After the war, she and 
her family moved to the Netherlands. In 1962 she published The Letter for the King, which won the 
Children's Book of the Year Award and has been translated into sixteen languages, becoming a 
world-wide best-seller. ‘That is a secret,’ answered the knight. ‘You must not open the letter. But if 
you fear that you will lose the letter, then – and only then – you may open it and commit its 
message to memory, so that you may pass it on to King Unauwen. Then you must destroy the letter 
itself. But do so only as a final resort.’ The knight gasped and fell silent. 
People have said this book would make a great movie – get your group to make a list of the main 
things that happen in this story, and then have a go at creating a film storyboard for it.  
 

 

Dragon Rider   Cornelia Funke     Chicken House   
978-1910002056 
Firedrake, a brave young dragon, his loyal brownie friend Sorrel and a lonely boy 
called Ben journey to find the legendary place where silver dragons can live in 
peace for ever. They must face the greatest enemy of all - a heartless monster 
from the past who aims to destroy the last dragons on earth. 
Cornelia Funke is the author of the Inkheart Trilogy and The Thief Lord. She first 

published in her home country of Germany, and her international break-through was in 1996 with 
the fantasy novel Dragon Rider.  
Firedrake followed, more hesitantly, for this was only the second time in his life he had ever been 
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inside a building made by humans. The light of all the little lamps made his scales shimmer. His 
claws scraped on the floor and his tail dragged after him with a soft rustling sound. 
A great fireside read for everyone who loves dragon stories. 
 

Olivia’s Winter Wonderland     Lyn Gardner    Nosy Crow  978-
0857631343 
Winter at the Swan Academy - and panto! While Olivia practises being the back 
end of a horse, everyone else is auditioning for a major new movie. The school is 
full of rivalry, suspicion, and strange mysteries. To lighten the mood, Eel 
organises a festive ice-skating trip. But as the skaters twirl among the twinkling 
lights, Olivia realises that the season of goodwill is anything but – 
Lyn Gardner is a Guardian theatre critic. She has also written Into the Woods and 
Out of the Woods.  

They ran as fast as they could in the snow, following Olivia’s footprints until they turned sharply up 
Hangman’s Alley. Olivia was standing by Campion’s faded entrance, banging her fists against the 
door and calling, ‘Ella! Arthur!’ Her voice echoed across the white, empty street. 
 

 
Shooting at the Stars: the Christmas Truce of 1914   
John Hendrix    Abrams     978-1419711756 
The story of a young British soldier on the front lines during World War I in 
1914, writing a letter to his mother about his unforgettable Christmas Eve.  Both 
German and Allied soldiers ceased firing and came together on the battle field 
to celebrate the holiday. They sang Christmas carols, exchanged gifts and played 

football. But as the sun rose, they returned to their separate trenches for the battle to begin again.  
John Hendrix is also the author and illustrator of John Brown: His Fight for Freedom. He has done 
editorial work for Sports Illustrated, The New Yorker, The New York Times and The Progressive. 
There were two soldiers in such a good mood they started kicking around an old biscuit tin like a 
football, using two battered tree stumps as a goal. Karl said to me, ‘Why can’t we just go home and 
have peace?’ 
Talk about: In your group share your responses to this book. Look at and compare it with other 
versions of this story –e.g. The Christmas Truce (Duffy), War Game (Foreman), The Best Christmas 
Present in the World (Morpurgo).  

 
 
Whistling in the Dark    Shirley Hughes   Walker Books   
978-1406360295 
Liverpool, 1940: 13 year old Joan's home is under threat from the Nazis’ nightly 
air-raids. It is not an easy time to be a teenager, especially with the sweet 
rationing, strict curfews and blackouts. Joan and best friend Doreen love going to 
the cinema until the bombings intensify. And an army deserter is found lurking 
near their home. Why does he think Joan can help him? As the Blitz worsens, Joan 

and her friends make a discovery that will tear the whole community apart. 
Shirley Hughes has illustrated over 200 children's books and has been awarded the OBE for services 
to children's literature. In 2007, Dogger was voted the UK's favourite Kate Greenaway Medal-
winning book of all time. Shirley lives in London. 
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When they emerged into the crowded street, the first thing they saw were the windows of a 
department store that had been blown out in a blast from last night’s Blitz. Shattered glass lay all 
over the pavement, waiting ot be swept away. 
For more stories about WW2 and the Blitz have a look at Blitzcat (Westall), Carrie’s War 
(Bawden) and Dawn of Fear (Cooper). 
 

The Last of the Spirits   Chris Priestley    Bloomsbury    
978-1408851999 
Sam and Lizzie are freezing and hungry on the streets of Victorian London. When 
Sam asks a wealthy man for some coins, he is rudely turned away. Months of 
struggle suddenly find their focus, and Sam resolves to kill the man. Huddling in a 
graveyard for warmth, Sam and Lizzie are horrified to see the wraithlike figure of 
a ghostly man. He is Scrooge – and he takes Sam on a journey led by terrifying 
spirits through the past, present and future. A tense and supremely satisfying 

twist on Dickens' A Christmas Carol, cleverly reinvented to entice a younger readership.   
Chris Priestley’s books have been nominated for many awards including the Edgar Awards, the 
UKLA Children's Book Award and the Carnegie Medal. They include the Tales of Terror series, Death 
and the Arrow and The Wickford Doom. 
And Sam, not known for such displays, went over and embraced the old gentleman himself, and 
when he did, it felt like a great weight had dropped from him all at once, for until then he had not 
understood how very heavy hate can be. 
What are the differences between this version of A Christmas Carol and Dickens’ original story? 
(See page 15 of this pack.) What do you think of the two versions?   

Goth Girl and the Wuthering Fright     Chris Riddell  Macmillan   
978-1447277897 
People are flocking to Ghastly-Gorm Hall to compete in Lord Goth's Literary Dog 
Show. Sir Walter Splott is preparing his Lanarkshire Lurcher, Plain Austen is 
preening her Hampshire Hound and Homily Dickinson and her Yankee Poodle are 
raring to go. But there's something strange going on - mysterious footprints, 
howls in the night and some suspiciously chewed shoes. Can Ada, the Attic Club 

and their new friends the Vicarage sisters (Charlotte, Emily and Anne) work out what's going on 
before the next full moon? 
Chris Riddell, the 2015-2017 UK Children's Laureate, is an accomplished artist and the political 
cartoonist for the Observer. His books have won many prizes, including the 2001 and 2004 CILIP 
Kate Greenaway Medals. Goth Girl and the Ghost of a Mouse won the Costa Children's Book Award 
2013. He lives in Brighton. 
Christmas at Ghastly-Gorm Hall was usually a quiet affair. The bells of the little church of Gormless 
St Hilda’s were rung and the local shepherds gathered for the ancient ceremony of the washing of 
the socks while the inhabitants of the little hamlet of Gormless exchanged gifts of stockings 
containing small oranges and lumps of coal. 
Talk about your favourite bits in this story, and your favourite characters; what do you think of 
Ada?  Have a look at the first book about her: Goth Girl and the Ghost of a Mouse.  
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More Fireside Fiction reading ideas ….. 

 
AUTHOR TITLE PUBLISHER ISBN 

Picture books    

Alan Durant &  
Vanessa Cabban 

Dear Father Christmas Walker Books 978-1406351491 

Diana Hendry & John 
Lawrence 

Christmas in Exeter Street Walker Books 978-1406343038 

Petra Horacek Suzy Goose and the Christmas 
Star 

Walker Books 978-1406326215 

Shirley Hughes The Christmas Eve Ghost Walker Books 978-1406338492 

Linda Jennings & 
Alison Edgson 

Lost in the Snow Little Tiger Press 978-1845067663 

Clement C Moore & 
Daniel Kirk 

‘Twas the Night Before 
Christmas 

Abrams 978-1419712333 

Clement C Moore &  
Mark Marshall 

The Night Before Christmas Little Tiger Press 978-1848959125 

Niamh Sharkey Santasaurus Walker Books 978-1844285235 

Matt Tavares ‘Twas the Night Before 
Christmas 

Walker Books 978-1844285648 

Susan Wojciechowski &  
P J Lynch 

The Christmas Miracle of 
Jonathan Toomey 

Walker Books 978-1406360387 

    

Younger fiction    

Atinuke & Lauren Tobia Have Fun Anna Hibiscus! Walker Books 978-1406320671 

Nicola Davies &  
Katherine McEwen 

Frozen Solid at Silver Street 
Farm 

Walker Books 978-1406337839 

Alan MacDonald &  
David Roberts 

Snow!  (Dirty Bertie) Stripes 978-1847152008 

Ulrich Hub & Jorg Muhle Meet at the Ark at Eight! Pushkin 
Children’s Books 

978-1782690870 

Megan McDonald &  
Peter H Reynolds 

Judy Moody & Stink: 
The Holly Joliday 

Walker Books 978-1406313659 

Kate Messna & 
Christopher Silas Neal 

Over and Under the Snow Chronicle Books 978-1452136462 

Steve Voake &  
Emma Dodson 

Hooey Higgins and the Xmas 
Crash 

Walker Books 978-1406343328 

    

Older fiction    

Lewis Carroll & 
Anthony Browne 

Alice’s Adventures in 
Wonderland 

Walker Books 978-1406361575 

Lewis Carroll &  
Helen Oxenbury 

Alice’s Adventures in 
Wonderland 

Walker Books 978-1406360431 

Richmal Crompton & 
Thomas Henry  

William at Christmas Macmillan 978-1447285359 

Cornelia Funke The Thief Lord Chicken House  
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Stuart Hill The Cry of the Icemark Chicken House 978-1908435866 

Anthony Horowitz  The Greek Who Stole Christmas Walker Books 978-1406304855 

Erich Kästner & Walter 
Trier 

The Flying Classroom Pushkin 
Children’s Books 

978-1782690566 

Rudyard Kipling & 
Nicola Bayley 

The Jungle Book 
(Illustrated Classics) 

Walker Books 978-1406356397 

William Osborne Winter’s Bullet Chicken House 978-1909489769 

    

Poetry    

Gillian Cross (retell.) & 
Neil Packer 

The Iliad Walker Books 978-1406314212 

Roald Dahl Revolting Rhymes  Puffin 978-0141350370 

Graham Denton & Sean 
Longcroft 

My Rhino Plays the Xylophone: 
Poems to make you giggle 

Bloomsbury 978-1472904560 

Harrison & Stuart-Clarke Oxford Book of Story Poems OUP 978-0192763440 

Michael Morpurgo (retell.) 
& Michael Foreman 

Beowulf Walker Books 978-1406348873 

Michael Morpurgo & 
Emma Chichester Clark 

The Pied Piper Walker Books 978-1406345193 

Alfred Noyes & 
Charles Keeping 

The Highwayman OUP 978-0192794420 

 

 
 
 
 

A few tips for your Fireside Fiction story sharing 
 

o Gather in a semi-circle round the storyteller. 
o Get comfortable! – settle on cushions or a carpet if possible. 
o Make sure everyone has a good view of the teller (and book, if you’re reading 

aloud), with no distractions behind, or light shining into people’s eyes.   
If there is light – e.g. from a window – let it fall on the teller and the book. 

o Choose stories which you enjoy sharing 
o Spend time before the session getting to know the stories – so you’re not 

surprised by unexpected turns in the narrative! 


